
ACTUAL SIZEDAVIS #382    
$12.99 list

UPC single unit #011698012718
Standard pack 24
Packaged unit 4 × 6 × .25”
(102 × 152 × 6 mm)

Unit weight: 2.8 oz. / 80 g

HANDY   UNIVERSAL   STAINLESS STEEL   STRONG
A pocket-sized tool perfect for all outdoor activities, including boating. 

This deck plate key with an attitude is a serious tool for serious use outdoors:
 Fishing Boating  Sailing
 Hiking Biking Tailgating 
 Climbing Camping  RV 
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3465 Diablo Avenue, Hayward, CA 94545, U.S.A.
Phone (510) 732-9229 • Fax (510) 732-9188

info@davisnet.com
For information about our other fine products,  

visit www.davisnet.com

HANDY   UNIVERSAL   STAINLESS STEEL   STRONG

Deck Plate Key
Fits most caps: 
water, fuel, waste

Cutting Tool
Fishing line, paracord, webbing, 
cardboard boxes, emergency use

Snap Canvas Snaps

Hex Wrench
Popular sizes: 5/16, 3/8, 
7/16, and 1/2 inch

Screwdrivers
Both Phillips and slot

Scraper
Removes labels, tape, 
dry paint

Pin Shackle Key
Tightens or loosens pins on 
most galvanized anchor shackles 
and stainless steel pin shackles 

Bottle Opener
Enough said!

Un-Snap Canvas Snaps
Handling button snaps made easy, especially on shrunken 
canvas or corroded snaps 

Zipper Puller
Tames stiff or sticky 
zippers

 

Can the line cutter be re-sharpened?
It is possible, but please do not use this as a 
selling feature.
Is it still a deck plate key?
Yes! We have not lost any of the features from 
the #381. This key still opens most, if not all, 
deck plates made today and yesterday.
How strong is the Snap Tool Multi-Key?
We have bent all the deck plate keys we can 
find and ours is still #1. It is stamped from 304 
stainless steel and thicker than most others.

FAQ’s 
Why add button snap and zipper pull features?
Canvas shrinks and snaps corrode. When this 
happens, zippers are harder to pull and snaps 
don’t quite line up like they used to when the 
canvas was new. One of the button snap tools 
is designed to grip and pull snaps; the other to 
pry them apart. 
Is this a powerboat product?
Yes and no. It’s a tool for ALL outdoor markets. 
This tool fits into MANY more markets than our 
deck plate key.
Is the Davis #381 being discontinued?
It will be phased out and replaced by the new 
#382. Our customers can still buy the existing 
key for a time, but they should supersede it 
with the new one in the fall. The #382 will have 
a built-in customer base.
Will there be a “tent display” for the new #382?
No. The #382 comes on a tent card in four 
languages that describes it well.  The card is its 
own POP display.
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Winner of Fisheries Supply InNEWvation 
awards handed out at Pacific Marine Expo 
2016. Winner in Maintenance category and 
Grand Prize Winner overall.


